On February 6, 2016, RIASC is hosting professional development sessions. Our first session was held on October 3, 2015. Watch for email for further details regarding upcoming sessions. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development opportunities to members in 2015? RIASC members who attend will be granted professional development hours toward RIASC recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education at our Annual Meeting. RIASC members allowing them to gain credit hours for external training sessions are sessions that have not been sponsored by RIASC. In order to qualify for external credit, a member must engage in six hours of professional development allowing them to gain credit hours for external training.